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How about in a single quarter?  And, how
much time is spent ensuring each one
is up-to-date? 

How many updates
do you make to your 
prospectuses in a year?

Management sends over a fund roster change.

The administration team goes to a master
workbook, selects the name(s) that

need to change, and shares. 

The name instantly updates in the
fund management section of the prospectus
and flows into each linked area.

But what if you need to make complex
changes, like investment risk language?

With linking in Wdesk, updating multiple prospectus reports at
once is simple and takes only a few clicks. Here's how it works.

In the same master workbook, your legal team can maintain
control of risk disclosures. Common language, like credit and
market risk descriptions as well as other risk descriptions
unique to each fund, can be updated independently. 

At the end of the cycle, rest assured that all of your
prospectuses are in line with your SEC filing. 
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Contact us today to schedule a demo, and we'll show you
in person how linking works using your own data. 

MASTER

The process to update complex information across dozens of
prospectuses takes as little as a few minutes. Administrative tasks
are completed quickly, while the risk of communicating outdated or
incorrect information is reduced. As a result, you have more time to
prepare the materials that your clients really want to see. 
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I have edits!

OK!

MASTER

SHARE

Language from those risk disclosures flows into specific 
portions of affected documents. Link to a dozen prospectuses, 

multiple fund fact books, and a marketing presentation.
The combinations on linking are unlimited. 


